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New Typologies in Human Trafficking
To evade detection, hide their illicit proceeds, and profit off the backs of victims, 
human traffickers employ a variety of evolving techniques. Below are four 
typologies, identified in BSA data since FinCEN issued its 2014 Advisory:

Front Companies:  Examples of front companies used by human traffickers for labor or 
sex trafficking include massage businesses, escort services, bars, restaurants, and 
cantinas.
Exploitative Employment Practices:  Some seemingly legitimate businesses use 
exploitative employment schemes, such as visa fraud and wage retention, to amass profit 
from labor and sex trafficking.
Funnel Accounts:  Human traffickers may use interstate funnel accounts to transfer funds 
between geographic areas, move proceeds rapidly, and maintain anonymity. In labor and 
sex trafficking schemes, human traffickers may open accounts in their name, or escort 
victims to a bank, and force them to open an account. 
Alternative Payment Methods:  In addition to payment via cash, traffickers also have 
accepted payment via credit cards, prepaid cards, mobile payment applications, and 
convertible virtual currency.
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FinCEN’s Capital One Enforcement Action
“FinCEN has determined that CONA violated certain of its BSA obligations for a
particular business unit, namely, its Check Cashing Group (CCG), from in or about
2008 through in or about 2014.
As described below in the Statement of Facts, CONA willfully failed to establish and
maintain an effective anti-money laundering (AML) program to guard against money
laundering within the CCG.
Further, CONA willfully failed to accurately and timely file suspicious activity reports
(SARs) on suspicious transactions associated with the CCG.
Last, CONA negligently failed to timely file currency transaction reports (CTRs) for
the CCG. CONA’s violations of its BSA obligations resulted in the failure to accurately
and timely report millions of dollars in suspicious transactions, including proceeds
connected to organized crime, tax evasion, fraud, and other financial crimes
laundered through the Bank into the U.S. financial system.”

CONA = Capital One National Association

53

“Willfully”
Page 2 of the FinCEN CONA CMP, Footnote 4
In civil enforcement of the BSA under 31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(1), to
establish that a financial institution or individual acted willfully, the
government need only show that the financial institution or individual
acted with either reckless disregard or willful blindness. The
government need not show that the entity or individual had
knowledge that the conduct violated the BSA, or that the entity or
individual otherwise acted with an improper motive or bad purpose.
CONA admits to “willfulness” only as the term is used in civil
enforcement of the BSA under 31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(1).
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Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA)
The Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) of 2000 is the first comprehensive federal law
to address trafficking in persons. The law provides a three-pronged approach that includes:

Prevention,
Protection, and
Prosecution.

Under U.S. federal law, “severe forms of trafficking in persons” includes both sex trafficking
and labor trafficking:

Sex trafficking is the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, obtaining, patronizing, or
soliciting of a person for the purposes of a commercial sex act, in which the commercial sex act is
induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such an act has
not attained 18 years of age (22 USC § 7102).
Labor trafficking is the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person
for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purposes of subjection to
involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery, (22 USC § 7102).
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US State Dept 2020 Trafficking in Persons Report

Awareness is so important in fighting to prevent 
trafficking in persons!  See the faces!
“As this 20th anniversary report is released, we 
and our allies and partners find ourselves 
confronting a crisis that has reached previously 
unimagined proportions. While urgency has always 
marked the fight against human trafficking, the 
implications of the COVID-19 pandemic have 
magnified the need for all stakeholders to work 
together in the fight more than ever. We know that 
human traffickers prey upon the most vulnerable 
and look for opportunities to exploit them. 
Instability and lack of access to critical services 
caused by the pandemic mean that the number of 
people vulnerable to exploitation by traffickers is 
rapidly growing.”

Message from the Secretary of the State, 2020
Mike Pompeo
Former Director of the CIA
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Emerging Trends in Combatting Human Trafficking

AML RightSource Podcast
https://www.amlrightsource.com/news/emerging-trends-in-combatting-
human-trafficking

They look at the increased financial pressure and efforts to have 
PornHub improve its content moderation practices; the increase in 
online sexual exploitation during the pandemic; and financial 
indicators of online child sexual exploitation.
40% increase in online sexual exploitation post-COVID-19 shutdown

5

Kristof’s “The Children of PornHub”
The New York Times article by Nicholas Kristof gives us an extremely 
uncomfortable but necessary glimpse into pornography’s exponential 
benefits from the Internet.
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Pornhub and Mindgeek – Add to Your Key Word Searches

Help Law Enforcement Find the Criminals!  Pornhub is owned by Mindgeek, a 
private pornography conglomerate with more than 100 websites, production 
companies and brands.
Pornhub prides itself on being the cheery, winking face of naughty, the website 
that buys a billboard in Times Square and provides snow plows to clear Boston 
streets. It donates to organizations fighting for racial equality and offers steamy 
content free to get people through Covid-19 shutdowns.
That supposedly “wholesome Pornhub” attracts 3.5 billion visits a month, more 
than Netflix, Yahoo or Amazon. Pornhub rakes in money from almost three 
billion ad impressions a day. One ranking lists Pornhub as the 10th-most-visited 
website in the world.
Pornhub and Mindgeek also stand out because of their influence. One study this 
year by a digital marketing company concluded that Pornhub was the technology 
company with the third greatest-impact on society in the 21st century, after 
Facebook and Google but ahead of Microsoft, Apple and Amazon.

7

OnlyFans – Social Media Subscription Site

OnlyFans is a subscription site that lets content creators monetize 
their influence. Creators can lock their content behind a paywall, 
allowing fans access for a monthly fee or one-off tip. 
The site was founded in 2016 by British tech entrepreneur and 
investor Timothy Stokely and now has more than 30 million registered 
users and more than 450,000 content creators.
Since OnlyFans launched in 2016, the site has paid out more than 
$600 million to creators. 
Creators can allow their fans to pay for content via a monthly 
subscription between $4.99–$49.99 each month (OnlyFans retains a 
20% fee).
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Knowledge Really is Power
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The Internet Has Shrouded So Many Crimes

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/how-the-fbi-tracks-down-
child-pornography-predators
One of the more trusted sources that you can use to understand what 
can happen and how to better protect our children.
Talk to your AML and Fraud surveillance providers and ask them how 
they are helping to identify potential human trafficking and child 
pornography in their algorithms and key words!!!!!!!!
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National Center for Missing & Exploited Children
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NCMEC’s
Facebook page
dedicated to helping
identify remains
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https://www.fintrac-
canafe.gc.ca/intel/ope
ration/exploitation-
eng.pdf
Includes financial 
indicators useful in 
our automated and 
manual surveillance 
processes
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https://fedpaymentsi
mprovement.org/wp-
content/uploads/frs-
synthetic-identity-
payments-fraud-
white-paper-july-
2019.pdf
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Fastest Type of Growing Crime in U.S.
20
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First Party Synthetic Fraud
“First party fraud, also known as  credit muling, typically occurs when an 
individual obtains a loan with no intention of repayment. This can also 
occur by defaulting a depository account without repayment.”

TransUnion

“First party fraud is where an individual, or group of people, misrepresent 
their identity or give false information. This is usually done when applying 
for a product or service to receive more favorable rates, or if they have no 
intention of meeting their commitments. Another example could be if an 
individual can make a false claim against an insurer to obtain a payment 
they are not eligible for.”

Experian
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Tactics to Change Identity Attributes
Credit Washing:  After a legitimate consumer has maxed out credit and potentially missed
payments, they falsely claim to be the victim of identity theft through the credit report
request and undergo the dispute and investigation processes at either a credit reporting
agency or the lender. This often results in legitimately reported tradelines being removed
from the consumer’s credit report, otherwise known as “credit washing.”
Boosted Tradelines:  There are a number of credit repair companies and lenders offering
products that overstate the credit relationship a consumer may have with them. These
credit products look like legitimate tradelines and can falsely drive down utilization rates.
Piggybacking: Authorized user tradelines are purchased, “piggybacking,” from sites online
that sell access to others’ tradelines. Legitimate consumers can also purchase tradelines
from these websites. When a legitimate consumer “piggybacks” on a purchased authorized
user tradeline, the consumer should be classified as a first party because the consumer is
fraudulently bolstering their credit score. This tactic is technically not illegal, although most
lender agreements for credit vehicles that have authorized users point this out as breach of
contract.
Document fraud:  The manufacturing, counterfeiting, alteration, sale, and/or use of identity
documents and other fraudulent documents for criminal activity, including financial fraud.

25

FDIC Office of Inspector General, January 2021
Former Rocky Mountain Bank Loan Officer Sentenced To Prison, Fined For Fraud,
Money Laundering Crimes
Billings MT – A former Rocky Mountain Bank loan officer who admitted to
approving loans to a bank customer while at the same time profiting from
private, undisclosed loans to the customer was sentenced to one year and one
day in prison followed by three years of supervised release and fined $50,000.
The loan officer facilitated false representations of financial net worth and
undisclosed loan arrangements.
Stephen Phillip Casher, 47, pleaded guilty on June 24, 2020 to bank fraud and to
money laundering. Casher was charged in a 14-count superseding indictment
alleging bank fraud and related crimes. A jury trial began on June 22, 2020. The
prosecution and Casher reached a plea agreement during trial.
https://www.justice.gov/usao-mt/pr/former-rocky-mountain-bank-loan-officer-
sentenced-prison-fined-fraud-money-laundering
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Useful Cannabis Banking Resources
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How Can I Help??

Remember that our job is to report anomalies and potential
suspicious activities!  Identify what is different –

From the CDD information we received at account opening or subsequent
follow-up with the customer
From the transactions that we expected based on what we already know
From the transactions that we saw based on new perspectives and new
information from third parties (negative information in the media, legal
orders for records from law enforcement, street gossip, etc.)

The end goal is to provide better, useful information to law
enforcement rather than perfect a BSA/AML/CFT program!!!!
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